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Previous work
• In machine learning community, MSE is often not suggested for 

classification problems since it does not strongly penalize 
misclassification, does this hold for deep learning?

Hui, Belkin. Evaluation of neural architectures trained with 
square loss vs cross-entropy in classification tasks. ICML, 2021.

Testing Accuracy 
(MSE)

Testing 
Accuracy(CE)

1. Can we understand learned features and classifier? 
2. Can we use them to explain why MSE is successful in training deep 

networks for classification?  

• No, [Hui & Belkin] finds that the (rescaled) mean-square-error 
(MSE)  loss performs comparably as cross-entropy (CE) loss across 
a range of tasks: NLP, Speech Recognition and computer vision. 



Simplification: Unconstrained Features

• This training problem is highly nonconvex!
• Treat as a free optimization variable
• Called unconstrained features model [Mixon et al’20, Fang et al’21, E et al’20, Lu et al’22]



Summary of contributions

1. Characterization of global solutions with unconstrained features (d ≥ K-1)
⁃ All the global solutions satisfy the NC properties with certain choice of 

regularization parameters
(Note that MSE learns identical NC features as CE loss in the work by [Papyan et 
al’ 2020])

NC1 NC2 NC3
Within-Class

Variability Collapse
Convergence to Simplex ETF Convergence to Self-Duality

Papyan, Han, Donoho, Prevalence of neural collapse during the 
terminal phase of deep learning training, PNAS, 2020.



Distribution of class-mean features

Class-means of features have
- different lengths
- different angles with each other
- angles could be < 90!

Class-means of features form an ETF:
- same lengths
- same angles with each other
- angles always ≥ 90!

Summary of contributions
2. Characterization of global solutions with unconstrained features(d < 𝐾-1)

⁃ All global solutions satisfy the d-dim projection of K-dim Simplex ETF



Experiment: choice of feature dim d 

• ResNet18, CIFAR10, Comparison of performance under different d

Testing Accuracy (MSE)

• Choosing d ≧ K-1 is crucial for MSE.

Testing Accuracy(CE)

• Comparable performance for CE and MSE when d ≧ K-1
• Contrast to the phenomenon of CE when d < k-1.



Summary of contributions

2. Landscape analysis of NC with unconstrained features
⁃ Benign global landscape: deep networks always learn Neural 

Collapse features and classifiers —negative curvature for 
non-global critical point.

All local minima have NC

Strict saddle (has no NC)

Negative curvature



Summary of contributions

• Understanding effects of the rescaled MSE
⁃ Rescaled MSE leads to a “better” optimization landscape,  

which is steeper  w.r.t. ϴ (angular distance) than w.r.t. s 
(length distance), like CE.

MSE：
Rescaled MSE: 
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